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Abstract. Software development usually follows well known process
models and standards for development processes. However, these are usu-
ally diverse and described in natural language which complicates their
automation, adaptivity and verification. The need for process formalisa-
tion has long been highlighted, and we have provided a formalisation and
translation algorithm to that effect in earlier work. However, to system-
atically and faithfully formalise heterogeneous processes from different
standards and process models, there is a need to utilise uniform concepts
to underpin the formalisation process. Metamodels and ontologies have
been explored recently to lay a foundation for structuring and express-
ing additional rigour to process formalisation. In this study, we develop
an axiom based metamodel utilising powertype patterns as a conceptual
framework to underpin homogeneous process formalisation. The advan-
tage of an axiomatic and powertype based metamodel approach lies in
its potential to determine the metamodel basic constituents and formal-
ism as well as its extensibility and adaptability. We formalise the meta-
model using ontologies while adopting use cases from ISO/IEC 29110 and
ISO/IEC 24744 standards for metamodel illustrations. Ontology based
process descriptions enable process automated verification and adaptiv-
ity capability through the use of ontology reasoning support engines.

Keywords: Software Process, Metamodel, Powertype, Axiom, Ontol-
ogy

1 Introduction

Software Engineering (SE) focuses on sound processes and methods for quality
software development within budget and time frame. Over the recent decades,
the process dimension of SE has received increased attention from both re-
searchers and practitioners [1]. One of the main objectives of this dimension
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is to enhance the software product quality through formal definition and im-
provement of the process by which software is developed and maintained. Con-
sequently, it boosts a wide spectrum of approaches to process definition such
as ISO/IEC 12207 [2], ISO/IEC 29110 [3], process assessment and improve-
ment such as ISO/IEC 33061 [4] and CMMI [5], and process metamodels such
as OOSPICE [6], SPEM [7] and SEMDM [8] that specify the conceptual foun-
dations for process modeling. However, these are mainly described in natural
language and published in manuals and booklets [9–11], this presents several
challenges such as difficulty in finding or updating information in different ver-
sions of the same document, lack of automated auditing and verification that
limits adherence and monitoring (e.g. constraint checking of required relations
among activities, work products and roles). Even though these process model-
ing techniques enhance software development activities, they still need formal
enhancement to enable process automation and verification [10–13].

A formal software process specification is a specification expressed in a lan-
guage whose vocabulary, syntax and semantics are formally defined and well
understood. Its a precise and concise specification that supports formal software
process definition and management, automated analysis, verification and vali-
dation, understanding, evolution management, classification, improvement and
aiding in choosing the appropriate process for a given project [11]. Formal meth-
ods such as Petri nets, algebra, ontologies, bayesian networks and composition
trees have been used in modeling and formalising software process before. For
example composition trees have been used to formally model and compare soft-
ware processes in [14, 15]. Ontology based approaches [10, 16–18] have also been
proposed to model,validate, constrain and query software process descriptions.
Ontologies are being deployed in industry to formalise information models and
standards that would otherwise be costly to develop, integrate and share, and
monitor through automated queries and verification [16]. Even though, some
practitioners especially in small entities use informal process descriptions in in-
dustry [19], there is a great need and usage of formal process descriptions in
practice as well [11]. However, due to the great diversity and complexity of soft-
ware processes from different standards and process models coupled with varying
situational contexts [20], software process formalisation still lacks a standardized,
consistent and faithful way making it error prone, time consuming and thus ex-
pensive [21].

Metamodels have been proposed as a way of increasing process modeling
rigour and formality for automation [9]. These metamodels lay a foundation
in terms of concepts, rules and conceptual relationships among concepts used
in process modeling [22]. So processes grounded in metamodels offer a higher
degree of formalisation and better support for consistent extensions and modifi-
cation [9]. Moreover, they impose well formedness rules on process models and
process instances instantiated from them. These help in maintaining process con-
sistency and completeness [23]. However, the current process metamodels such
as SPEM and SEMDM are too generic and complex to guide software process
formalisation [22]. For example, SEMDM was intended to be general method-
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ology metamodel and cover not only process modeling but also other areas like
computer supported collaborative work (CSCW)[9]. Indeed such genericity and
complexity hinders their comprehension that would be of great help to software
process formalisation. Therefore, there is a need for a customised and simple
metamodel tailored for homogeneous software process formalisation. To develop
this metamodel, we utilise the powertype pattern as introduced in process meta-
modeling by [24]. The powertype pattern enables tailoring of software process
formalisation to specific project requirements and contexts.

Even though, metamodels provide a rigous underpinning and consistent ter-
minology to various aspects of SE, they only deal with conceptual definitions,
standardisations and syntax of process models necessitating the need for formal
semantics and reasoning of such conceptual definitions [25, 26]. We therefore for-
malise the proposed metamodel using OWL ontologies. Ontologies consititute
formal models that define formal semantics and inference services for a shared
conceptualisation. These can be used to draw interesting logical conclusions
through for example (meta)model checking, model enrichment, dynamic clas-
sification, information retrieval and querying of software process models across
the metamodel hierarchy thus improving software engineering processes [27].

In this study, we propose an axiom-based metamodel to underpin a homoge-
neous software processes formalisation. We design this metamodel through rising
the abstraction levels of common process elements which define the structure of
the process models. The metamodel is grounded in an ontology, reusable, and
adaptable. In section 2, we discuss background information on software process
meta (modeling) and process instantiation, powertypes and ontologies. In sec-
tion 3, we abstract the axiom metamodel design from existing process constructs,
and illustrate a general overview of the metamodel with processes from ISO/IEC
29110. In section 4, we discuss the formalisation of the metamodel through OWL
DL that equips it with formal semantics and reasoning capabilities. Finally, we
conclude the paper and identify some future research directions.

2 Background

2.1 Process metamodeling

Process metamodels are a feasible approach to reduce process modeling complex-
ities through rising the abstraction levels, reuse, and formalisation [22]. Accord-
ing to [28] process metamodels describe a conceptual framework for expressing
and composing software process models. They describe the relevant software pro-
cess sub-models, basic concepts, rules and relationships among concepts with no-
tations for expressing process models. They allow capturing informal, behaviour,
functional, and strategic views of software processes [22]. Such information can
then be used to reason on software process modeling for changes, formalisation,
improvements and updates [29]. Software process models are the key result of
the process modeling activity and instances of process metamodels. They serve
as abstract representations of software processes. These prescribe a software pro-
cess in terms of the activities to be carried out, the roles and work product types
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involved. Software processes are then instantiated in a specific project endeavour
to develop the desired software product, which in itself is seen as an instantiation
of the software process.

Process metamodeling is an important conceptual tool in underpinning the
definitions of formal software process models. This has largely been popularised
by the OMG standards where the UML is now the de facto standard formal-
ism for software modeling. The modeling layers in UML metamodel are defined
based on strict metamodeling architecture that only allows instanceOf relations
between adjacent layers, i.e., variables defined at level Mn can only be realised at
Mn−1. This is termed as shallow instantiation where attributes and constraints
are defined at the class level and only realised at the instance level [33]. Where
as the OMG standard approach works well for modeling languages defined at
OMG level M2 and used at level M1, its insufficient for process standardisation
that requires deep instantiation [24]. That is attributes and constraints defined
at metamodel M2 are realised (enacted) on real world projects at level M0 span-
ning multiple modeling levels. When attempt to use UML shallow instantiation
for process metamodeling, it results into modeling challenges such as accidental
complexity [24]. To overcome these challenges, Gonzalez-Perez and Henderson-
Sellers [24] introduced the use of powertypes as a way of deep instantiation for
process metamodeling.

Powertype based metamodeling framework The Powertype pattern is a
flexible and scalable modeling technique that combines instantiation and gen-
eralisation semantics in process metamodeling [9]. Mainly introduced as an al-
ternative solution to the inconsistencies, ambiguities and accidental complexi-
ties that result from the use of strict metamodeling technique in process stan-
dardization [24]. The powertype pattern has been extensively applied in process
modeling [24] and underpins the development of an international standard for
metamodeling, i.e., ISO/IEC 24744 Software Engineering - Metamodel for De-
velopment Methodologies (SEMDM)[8], therefore, in this study we utilise it to
underpin modeling and tailoring of software process formalisation to specific
software project contexts through the developed metamodel.

Essentially a powertype is a class whose instances are subclasses of another
class called a partitioned class [24]. In this regard a powertype is more like a
metaconcept with an extra twist that, its instances can also be subclasses of an-
other class. The powertype and partitioned class are closely related and together
with the relation between them form a powertype pattern. The powertype class
represents groups of instances that are used to classify the partitioned class ac-
cording to a partitioning discriminator (powertype attribute value, e.g., name).
For example, birds can be classified according to birdSpecies such as eagle and
penguin. The powertype pattern enables the combination of generalisation and
instantiation across metamodeling layers through dual representation of con-
cepts (also known as clabject) [33] where the instance of the powertype and a
subtype of a partitioned class are the same thing. From our example eagle as an
instance of bird species is the same thing as Eagle, the subtype of bird. How-
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ever, metamodels only deal with the syntactical structures but not the formal
semantics of process models and therefore, the need to ground the metamodel
in an ontology.

2.2 Ontologies

New technologies such as semantic web that provide reasoning support services
like consistency checking, information retrieval and querying of software process
models are beneficial to improving software engineering processes [34]. OWL1 is
a Semantic Web language designed and standardised by W3C to represent rich
and complex knowledge about things, groups of things, and relations between
things [35]. Its a knowledge representation language underpinned by Description
Logic (DL) that enables expressed knowledge to be reasoned on by human and
artificial agents for consistency and inferring implicit knowledge from the explicit
one. While there are different OWL flavours such as OWL Full, OWL Lite and
OWL DL. Here we are interested in utilising a newer version of OWL DL , i.e.,
OWL DL 2 [35].

OWL representations commonly referred to as ontologies, can be published
and stored in the World Wide Web. An OWL DL ontology is mainly composed of
two main components; The Terminological knowledge represented in the TBox
(Class Level) and the Assertional knowledge forming the ABox (Instance Level).
The TBox defines the intensional knowledge by which a concrete world can
be described. This knowledge is represented by axioms in the form of logical
sentences. The ABox on the other hand, represents assertional knowledge that
complies with the intensional knowledge in the TBox.

In order to use the modeling capabilities of OWL and the potential of DL
reasoning in a layered architecture, the OWL based modeling language has to
provide essential features to support metamodeling and reasoning across lay-
ers; To this effect, the current W3C standard Web Ontology Language (OWL)
supports metamodeling mainly in two flavours; OWL Full that implements full
metamodeling like in RDF is suitable for formalising the powertype metamodel-
ing approach but is undecidable even for basic inference problems [36]. OWL 22

supports a decidable fragment of metamodeling based on contextual semantics
[36] through the Punning technique where the same identifier is used to denote
both the ontology class and an individual. It is common place in conceptual and
ontology engineering to classify entities either as classes or instances depending
on their context [36], given the fact that there is no clear cut borderline between
classes and instance classification. In fact some entities are classified as classes
in higher abstraction levels and instances in lower abstraction levels making
the borderline blurred. Therefore, we use OWL 2 punning to model powertypes
and clabjects concepts into OWL 2 ontologies for automated verification using
various off the self ontology reasoning engines such as FACT++ and HERMIT
3.
1 https://www.w3.org/OWL/
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
3 http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/list-of-reasoners/
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3 Axiom Metamodel design

Process metamodel approaches should identify the most appropriate concepts
not only to represent process models but also process assessment [22, 29]. The
process is the main concept of any software process metamodel [29]. Therefore,
every process has some common basic elements such as activity, work prod-
ucts and roles [29, 30]. However, different metamodels and standards use them
differently in terms of thier granularity, formality and abstraction. These form
the tangible internal structure of the process and are important in developing a
process model of such processes [17, 30–32].

To enhance homogeneous software process formalisation, understandability
and reduce model maintenance efforts and costs, process modeling should be
supported by a very high level of abstraction [17, 31]. To this end, we rise the
abstraction levels of these common elements and generalise them to design new
abstract concepts for the metamodel. Key abstract concepts for the metamodel
are stated as axioms. Axioms are statements which are accepted as true [37]. In
this regard, their accuracy doesn’t need to be proven [37] and can be used as
a basis for argument or inference. Axioms have been used widely in providing
foundations for theoretical works [38, 39] in SE. In here, we use these axioms to
provide a theoretical foundation for the essential metamodel concepts for pro-
cess formalisation. Moreover, through these axioms new metamodel concepts
are accepted as true and valid [37]. The main metaconcepts for the metamodel
are Achievable, Doable, Tangible and Assessable. The relationship between
these axioms is visualised in Figure 1. To demonstrate these concepts we use the
software implementation process from ISO/IEC 29110. ISO/IEC 29110: Systems
and Software Life Cycle Profiles and Guidelines for Very Small Entities (VSEs)
[3] is an international standard (IS) for VSEs employing not more than 25 people
on small software projects (less than six people month). It has two main pro-
cesses, i.e., software implementation(SI) and project management (PM). These
have been mainly drawn from other major standards such as ISO/IEC 12207
and ISO/IEC 15289.

Fig. 1. Relationship between metamodel concepts
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Achievable Axiom: For every process performed, there is something to be
achieved. The purpose of the process can be achieved through the process ob-
jectives and the demonstration of the outcomes. We collectively term these as
Achievable. See Figure 2 for details. The outcomes are examined for work prod-
ucts and the execution of the base practices to achieve the work products. These
collectively can help to determine the capability of the performed process. The
achievable axiom represepts what needs to be achieved when performing a se-
lected process. The process purpose is a high level objective of performing a pro-
cess whose achievement is demonstrated through the outcomes. The ISO/IEC
29110 process objectives are provided by one or more outcomes from ISO/IEC
12207 standard. Therefore the objectives are the specific goals through which
the process purpose is accomplished [30]. Because of this relationship, we col-
lectively term this as achievable, after all process objectives and outcomes are
meant to ensure successfully accomplishment of a process purpose.

We utilise the xKind metaconcepts from the powertype pattern to tailor
the approach to different specific project contexts [9, 31] by aggregating process
characteristics that match a given project context. For example, in Figure 2, we
have subtypes of achievable as purpose, objectives and outcomes but we also
have the same subtypes as instances of the achievablekind where we can assert
their characteristics such as capability levels. Through enactment of the purpose
subtype on a specific project we are able to specify the individual purpose for
such a project for example developing a website for project A. Collectively such
instances aggregate the characteristics of the achievablekind instances.

Fig. 2. Achievable Axiom showing process purpose, objectives and outcomes

Doable Axiom: In order to fulfil the achievables, there is something to be per-
formed. The basic concepts in performing a process can be generalised into a
common abstract concept named Doable, see Figure 3, which represents any-
thing that is performed to fulfill the achievables. This includes processes, ac-
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tivities, tasks and steps. The diffeence between these is the level of granularity
at which they are performed. Whereas the process is a more general concept
in the process hierarchy, the task and step on the other hand are more atomic
for enactment [30]. The activity hierarchy shows that activities are described
at different granularity levels with varying attributes. For example, the activity
hierarchy is represnted as domain concept in OOSPICE, WorkUnits in SEMDM
and activity in [30]. Makinen proposes the use of abstract class activity so that
uniform attributes can be inherited by all other concrete classes within the ac-
tivity hierarchy, but then activity itself is also part of the activity hierarchy.
Our doable class is a generalisation of all things performed to fulfil the process
purpose including the process, activity, task and steps. From Figure 3, we have
the main process as software implementation with various activities like require-
ments analysis and these are supported by tasks such as elicit requirements.
The duration of the doable class will be the aggregation of all these activities
sharing the same attributes whose values are taken at the project level. On the
other hand, the doablekind class provides attributes for the process model level
describing the characteristics of all the kinds of processes, activities and tasks.

Fig. 3. Doable Axiom showing software implementation process example

Tangible Axiom: In order to perform the doable, it requires something as input
to produce the desired output. The main purpose of performing a process is to
produce outputs. Tangible are the inputs and outputs of performing the doable
see Figure 4. The tangible within ISO/IEC 29110 at the abstract level are input,
internal or output products. When they are outputs, they are always associated
with a destination. This destination can either be another process for example
project plan from project management process to software implementation pro-
cess [3] or just going outside of the process, for example acceptance document
goes outside of the implementation process to the customer. The tangible can
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also be inputs to the doable for example a project plan is an input to the software
implementation process. Other times the tangible can be internal work products
such as ChangeRequest from within the process [3].

Fig. 4. Tangible Axiom showing work products

Assessable Axiom: The tangible can be objectively observed and measured to
prove if the achievable are fulfilled. The assessment of the quality of excution
and outputs produced is normally done through process assessment. Such as-
sessments are normally carried out using prescribed assessment models such as
ISO/IEC 33061 [4] and CMMI [5]. These models outline the abstract properties
for the process assessment such as process purpose and outcomes [29]. We re-
fer to this collectively as Assessable. Process assessment indicators are grouped
into two categories as process performance and capability assessment. Its the
process peerformance category that assesses the accomplishment of a process
purpose through the process outcomes. Moreover, ISO/IEC 29110 doesn’t state
any process capability beyond process perormance [40]. We therefore limit our
assessment to only process performance, i.e., process cability level one. The main
assessment indicators for process performance are the work products and base
practices [4] and have been used to develop a process assessment model (PAM)
and method for VSEs operating at process capability level one [40]. The work
products have been already discussed in the tangible axiom, see Figure 4. The
base practise according to [4] is an activity that addresses the purpose of a par-
ticular process. A coherent set of base practices is associated with each process
in the process dimension. And importantly base practices are described at an
abstract level and have been linked to taskkind by [31]. The taskind classes that
represent base practices have also been discussed in the doable axiom see Figure
3.
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According to [29] a metamodel that directly supports the concept of ca-
pability levels enhances the definitions of process models that are dynamically
tailorable along their capability levels. It should be noted, however, that from
the Doable its only the process that is assessable because its associated with
a purpose and outcomes while others are not [29]. An assessable process meta-
model is one that incorporates the necessary formal properties for assessment
so that no external process reference model is needed [29]. A good metamodel
should address the different aspects of a process model such as the process hi-
erachy (Doable), work products (Tangible), objectives (Achievable) as well as
the assessment (Assessable) of the entire process [29]. Its in this regard that we
provide our axiom based metamodel for process formalisation as discussed above
that addresses the key different aspects of process models.

4 Ontology based Process Metamodeling

The need to fix formal semantics for metamodels and their instantiated process
models has long been highlighted by different authors [25–27]. Metamodel formal
semantics are needed for satisafiability checking at the process model layers as
well as checking the consistency of the instantiated process models [27]. The cur-
rent approaches [27] emphasise fixing formal semantics for metamodels and the
corresponding process models helping to maintain consistency between meta-
models and their instantiated process models [26]. For example in [27], both the
metamodel and process models are transformed to ontologies where the meta-
model is tranformed to the OWL DL TBox and the process model is transformed
to the OWL DL ABox. In [26] domain ontologies are used to define formal se-
mantics for process models while meta-ontologies or foundational ontologies are
used to define formal semantics for metamodels. A reference ontology for the
domain of software engineering standards has been developed by [31] where a
common and unambiguous terminology is sought for all (current and future)
software engineering standards developed by ISO/IEC JTC1’s SC7. Software
engineering standard harmonization ontologies [32] have also been developed to
harmonise concepts and term usage across different process models and refer-
ences models in software engineering domain. All these studies lay a theoretical
foundation for the work presented in this paper.

However, the semantics and consistency of the instantiated processes in re-
spect to the metamodel are largely undefined in the current approaches. In earlier
work [13], we have shown how the semantics of the instantiated process can be
used for process reasoning, verification and conformance to the process model.
This provides our motivation for the current section by extending the semantic
mapping from the metamodel further to the process instances. This can guar-
antee the semantic consistency right from the metamodel upto the instantiated
process. Hence, we map the metamodel at M2 to a OWL DL TBox, the clabject
(dual entity) at M1 to OWL DL TBox/ABox (OWL punning) and the instan-
tiated process M0 to OWL DL ABox. See Figure 5 for details. With such a
mapping, we are able to utilise ontology reasoning support across the meta-
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modeling layers such as satisfiability checking between metamodels and process
models, process models and process instances as well as process metamodels and
process instances. Moreover, we can enforce and check the well formedness con-
straints that the metamodel imposes on the process models and process instances
respectively.

Fig. 5. Ontology based process metamodeling architecture

To illustrate our approach, we take the Tangible metaconcept for an ex-
ample from our approach as shown by Figure 5. At level M2, we have the
TangibleKind class(Powertype) that classifies or partitions the Tangible class
(partitioned class) at M1 using attribute name as a partitioning discriminator.
The Tangible class at M1 is subtyped into different kinds such as output, inter-
nal and input products (only output products-requirementsdocument is shown
in Figure 5). At the same time the instances of the TangibleKind class are ex-
actly the subtypes of the Tangible class forming a dual concept also known as
the clabject in our case the RequirementsDocument that has both the class facet
from the Tangible class and the object facet from the TangibleKind. The class
facet of the clabject represents the actual output products from enacting the
process such as the RequirementsDocument which can further be instantiated in
a specific project to yield MyRequirementsDocument version 1.2. On the other
hand, the instance facet of the RequirementsDocument is used as a template
from which other versions of requirement documents may be later instantiated.

The metamodel is translated to an OWL DL ontology through a translation
algorithm developed in our earlier work [13] for consistency checking, verification
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and query answering. The TangibleKind and Tangible classes at M2 and M1

respectively are translated to OWL DL TBox. The class facet of the clabject
from the Tangible class is translated to the TBox while the object facet of the
clabject from the TangibleKind class is translated to the OWL DL ABox at
the same level through OWL 2 Punning technique. OWL 2 Punning is similar
to clabject in process metamodeling because it treats one identifier in this case
RequirementsDocument as an ontology class and an individual based on the
context in which the identifier is used in the ontology. For example, the following
axioms state the fact that RequirementDocument is a Tangiblekind, and that
MyReuirementDocument is a RequirementDocument:

ClassAssertion(RequirementDocument,MyRequirementDocument) (1)

ClassAssertion(Tangiblekind,RequirementDocument) (2)

We can note from these axioms that the symbol (clabject) RequirementsDocument
is used in (1) as a class and in (2) as an individual. This serves our purpose ear-
lier stated, for example requirements document as a subtype of Tangible class
can be treated as a class where RequirementsDocument can be further instan-
tiated into MyRequirementsDocument1.2, but on the other hand, it can also
be treated as an instance of the TangibleKind class and therefore translated to
OWL DL TBox where the characteristics of the requirement document kind can
be asserted such as their approvals. This approach can provide practical support
and enhance dynamic software process formalisation, tailoring, assessment and
process run time modeling and verification. The formal approach presented in
this paper is part of an ongoing work towards software process formalisation
and automation where process monitoring, adaptability, and verification can be
enabled. Furthermore, ontology reasoning engines can be used to perform auto-
mated reasoning and verification on the former model to ensure process (model)
well formedness.

5 Conclusion and future works

This paper presents an axiom based metamodel towards systematic and faith-
fully software process formalisation as part of an ongoing work for software pro-
cess automation and verification. The main aim of the metamodel is to provide
uniform formal concepts at an abstract level that may be utilised for software
process formalisation. Powertype pattern has been utilised to develop the meta-
model with the view of enabling process model extensibility and flexibility with
ability to model run time processes and their verification. Powertypes also enable
tailoring of processes to different specific projects through the use of xKind and
clabject concepts. This helps to create different hierarchical views/contexts for
the modeled process, a limitation earlier identified with UML strict metamod-
eling. Finally we formalise the metamodel using OWL DL into formal ontology.
Especially, we formalise the powertype and clabject using the OWL DL 2 pun-
ning technique. This enables various types of verification at different levels to
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be carried. For example, we are able to utilise ontology reasoning tool support
across the metamodeling layers such as satisfiability checking between process
models and metamodels, process models and process instances as well as process
metamodels and process instances.

Software development processes are typically too complex to be modeled and
maintained without the help of tools [11]. As this work is ongoing, we are yet
to evaluate it in a practical setting. However, the work presented in this paper
and the algorithm developed in earlier work [13] forms a conceptual foundation
for the development of a software process translation tool that we are currently
developing. This tool will enable us to evaluate our approach in a practical
setting in future work.
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